LYSIS:
Low or high
MOI
These phage infect my strain
Where, oh my!
They multiply
And then infect again.

WHO STARTED THIS EPIDEMIC?
IT WAS A SINGLE PHAGE.

AHH! GET THEM OFF ME!
HEH HEH
RESISTANCE IS FUTILE!

UHH...

SO LONG AND THANKS FOR THE POLYMERASE.

OK WHO'S NEXT?

THAT ONE LOOK TAKE!

HEY, WHERE'S THAT RECEPTOR?
BEATS ME.

STOP JUGGLING US THIS INSTANT, YOU OVERRUN SACKS OF WATER!

HELP!

ALL YOUR BASES ARE BELONG TO US.

BUT OUR ALL B SITES ARE MUTATED - WE'LL BE AUXOTROPHS!

JUST LET THEM FORM LYSOGENS!

NOOO! CI REPRESSOR!

YOU GET THAT FAT ONE, I'LL TACKLE THIS JOKER.

YES, SIR

I BET "MR. LYSOGEN" GOT A SPECIALIZED TRANSDUCING PHAGE.

WE'RE FREE!

YOU MUST BE RIGHT. I'M TOO WELL FED FOR LYSOGENY. MY HF IS HIGH.

MUST. BIND. NOW.
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